
Gerund

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The stories she enjoys _______________ when she is tired; the others she
takes to study.
1.

(read)
reading

He wished especially to avoid _______________ Luke Robbins, with the
strength of whose arm he was disagreeably familiar.
2.

(encounter)
encountering

As the stranger came nearer, the young philosopher could not avoid
_______________ him with interest.
3.

(observe)observing

But he kept on _______________ her to marry him.4. (urge)urging

But as they can do no harm there, we do not choose to risk
_______________ many valuable lives to take it.
5.

(lose)losing

I'd hate to risk _______________ it-and we might, you know.6. (lose)losing

I know it was a long time before I gave up _______________ to shoot
down everything I didn't quite like the looks of.
7.

(want)
wanting

He himself enjoyed _______________ home, but suddenly, when Henry
had finished speaking, he felt a strong desire to accept this invitation.
8.

(go)
going

Sweet was in front and reported _______________ a peasant near the first
house.
9.

(see)
seeing

The darkness prevented them _______________ whether Jacob was still
there.
10.

(see)
seeing

The man did not answer but kept on _______________.11. (weep)weeping

He did not want to receive the letter either, and tried every way he could
to avoid _______________ it.
12.

(take)taking

The wise have long since given up _______________ to explain the heart
of woman.
13.

(attempt)
attempting

The battle was then begun by a heavy fire from both sides, and the
savages prevented _______________ possession of the woods.
14.

(gain)gaining
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I say, would you mind _______________ me a bit of a pull?15. (give)giving

I know not how I may escape that fate, or avoid _______________ you.16.
(accompany)

accompanying

And because it helped him to sell goods to talk about them, he kept on
_______________.
17.

(talk)talking

I forgot that I was a scientific man, and I walked down into the woods to
avoid _______________ the end of this cruel tragedy.
18.

(see)seeing

If they had come near the Russian camp, the trail would doubtless have
made a direct turn to right or left of it to escape _______________ too
closely.

19.

(pass)
passing

Frank, I would give up my life to save him _______________, as she
would have done.
20.

(suffer)
suffering
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